I. INTRODUCTION
The Holifield National Laboratory (HNL) oresentsd the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) with 18 radiographs of fuel rod test bundles. The general problem is to estimate the thickness of the gap between some cylindrical rods and a flat w.'l surface. The edges of the gaps are poorly defined due to finite source size, x-ray scatter, parallax, film grain noise, and other degradinq effects.
The radiographs were scanned and the scan-line data were averaged to reduce noise and to convert the problem to one dimension. A model of the ideal gap convolved with an appropriate point-spread function was fit to the averaged data with a leastsquares program; and the gap width was determined from the final fitted-model parameters. The leastsquares routine did converge and the gaps obtained are of reasonable size. The method is remarkably insensitive to noise.
This report describes the problem, the techniques used to solve it, and the results and conclusions. Suggestions for future work are also given.
II. DISCUSSION OF PROBLEM A. Objectives
The objectives of this work were threefold: first, to develop a new analytic method for measuring gaps in the HNL radiographs; second, to apply the method to representative radiographs to determine its effectiveness; and third, to find if there were indeed changes in the gaps due to assembly or heating. To achieve these objectives two radiographs would be studied in detail. Mechanical distortion, if present, would be expected to appear as a gradual change in gap width as one traveled the length of the gap.
B. Fuel Rod Test Bundles and Radiographs
A simplified picture of a fuel rod test bundle cross section is shown in Fig. 2-1 . The two gaps of one bundle are imaged reasonably well in each radiograph. As shown in Fig. 2-1 , the x-ray source is positioned "opposite" the right gap. The geometry is such that the parallax associated with the left gap is severe; and its effects are clearly discernible to the eye in examining the radiographs.
A picture of a typical radiograph is shown in Fig. 2-2 . Size reduction has obscured details but Fig. 2 -2 does convey some idea of "ie complexity of the overall object being imaged. The gaps under study are obscured or overlaid with other objects in many places in the radiographs.
Some of the fuel bundles were radiographed when cold and presumably undistorted except through assembly. Other fuel bundles had been heated electrically, and anticipated interior distortions were unknown. Of the 18 radiographs, Numbers 2 and 5 were chosen as best examples for the work that we were to do. Neither fuel bundle had been heated and these two radiographs were among the best in quality.
C. Ideal Gap and Degrading Effects
A profile of the iriaal gap that one would see in the absence of all degrading effects is shown in Fig. 2-3a . This profile can be characterized by six parameters, P, through P g . The difference P 4 -P^ defines the gap width.
As noted previously, the ideal gap is not imaged clearly for many reasons. First, there may be interference of other physical pieces that overlap the gap image in the radiograph. Second, :he radiation source size is fairly large, and this causes blurring. Third, the interaction of Cobalt-60 gamma rays and the fuel bundle will give some scatter and image blurring. Fourth, geometric (parallax) effects will cause still further blurring. The radiation source is parallel to the clamp and bundle on the right side but not on the left side; and there is considerable blurring of the edges of the left gap due to the off-set of the source. Fifth, film grain noise is significant in the radiographs and interferes with the interpretation of all details, gap included.
A Jiqital scan across the (degraded'qap as vMiiiiPil in the radiograph might typically give a film donsitv profile like that shown in Fig. 2-3b . Attempts hdve been made to quoss the <iap widths frum such data through "eyeballinq" a fir. to the data; but the errors in such attempts were considerable. Basically, the data is very poor due to known (and perhaps unknown) effects; and some kind of noise reduction, restoration and powerful fitting must be applied to e\tract the gap edgo.
III. SOLUTION OF PROBLEM A_.
Scanning Each of the 18 radiographs was scanned at 26 stations as shown in Fig. 3-1 . The vertical distance between stations on the radiograph was chosen at 2.771 cm so that the distance between stations on the fuel bundle is 2.54 cm. The 2.771 enhancement factor is the source-to-film distance (152.4 cm) divided by the source; to test bundle distance (139.7 cm). An attempt to determine the enlargement factor by using the 0.61-cm holes in the upper right corner of each radiograph failed. Scans of these holes were noisy and had poorly defined edges.
Both gaps were scanned from outside to inside. Thus, the abrupt edge of each gap occurs first as one goes from the beginning to the end of data associated with each gap. There are 500 points on each of the 100 lines scanned at each station. An aperture of 10 urn was used.
The data of one scan line were very noisy, as shown in Fig. 3-2 . To reduce noise, the 100 lines of data at each station were averaged. The averaged data were recorded on magnetic tape for use by HNL. Averaging reduced the noise considerably but did not eliminate it. A typical picture of averaged data is given in Fig. 3-3 . B.
Model and Analysis
It is assumed that the radiograph gap profile can be described by an equation of the form
where g is the (sampled data) profile recorded on film, h is the point-spread function, f is the "true" profile, and n is the noise. Hopefully the noise is reduced by the averaging described previously. The least-squares procedure was applied to an equation of this form. 
IV. RESULTS

A. Analytic Method and Its Application
Work with the model and the least-squares routine has been both frustrating and fascinating.
A few results and observations are discussed below. The least-squares program develops singularities if P, or P. wander past the data bounds. Thus, V r and have been constrained to stay within the data.
The least-squares pronram has apoplexy if P ? gets bigger than Thus, P., has been constrained to be less than P^.
The least-squares iteration process may develop hugs and disastrous "corrections" in P, or t^ without much notice. Thus, the change in P. or P^ on any iteration is confined to be
where ! is the iteration number. Inclusion of too much data on the tail of the model leaas the oroqrara to fit a "..urly" nonlinear tail on the right side. P.. The computinq time required to do the fit is small. Typically, fits to 13 stations takes about a minute of 7600 time. The fits" to the data produced by the model look reasonably qood. An example is given in Fiq. 4-i. More examples are shown in Appendix C. All measurements discussed here are those made on the original radiograph, expressed in ym.
points representing the gap edges P, and P^ generally have a slope due to the fact that the scan lines were not precisely perpendicular to the gap. Second, most P« and P, point sets are reasonably smooth, as expected, with gradual changes that might well be caused by bending; but occasional outlying points away from a smooth course are seen. These could be due to obfuscation of the gap at that point by other physical parts imaged in the radiograph. Third, it was hypothesized that the gap widths not only would vary smoothly but that, for any one radiograph, the sums of the gaps would be a constant of the order of 1500 um.
Figures 4-2 and 4-5 show particularly good definition of the sharp edge P~ on the nonparallax (right) gap of the radiographs. The P, edges on the left gaps of the radiographs, where the parallax is severe, are also well defined. The P, edges of the gaps, as found by the least-squares routine, show more variance; but if allowance is made for exclusion of some outlying points, even these edges can be fit by smooth curves. P^ in Radiograph 5 is a possible exception. It shows considerably more scatter than the other P, edges.
Smooth curves drawn through the Pg, P^ measurements lead one to believe that there was indeed some bending of the physical pieces in the fuel element assembly. For example, P, of Fig. 4 -2 indicates that that "edge" is bent, for it slopes off sharply and uniformly to the left. A similar bend can be visualized in P^ of Fig. 4 -3. In contrast, P^ of Fig. 4 -6 would appear to show a number of gradual deformations. The extent to which these data reflect real changes is not known and probably will not be known; for a disassembly for investigative purposes presumably would induce additional changes. It is the author's feeling that smooth curves drawn through the best of the data do represent the "edges" of the gap quite well, and that deviations from a straight line do reflect physical changes.
As noted previously, it was thought that the sum of left and right gap widths taken along a line perpendicular to the length of the gaps would be a constant. This "constant" was 0.14224 (1 ± 0.1) cm, which, taking 9% enlargement into account, converts to 1550 (1 +0.1) um. The sums of the gaps, the 1550 um line, and lines representing a +10" change from 1550 \im are shown in Figs. 4-4 and 4-7. The gap sums for Radiograph 2 tend to fall substantially above the anticipated sum, while those for Radiograph 5 fall fairly well within the bounds anticipated despite the fact that P. in Fig. 4 -6 is quite "noisy." The author does not know why the gap sums for Radiograph 2 are so great, but it would appear that at least some of the contribution comes from a level ing-out of P. as one goes from left to right in Fig. 4 -3. The P. data fit a smooth curve rather well, and the author has no particular reason to doubt that this edge does curve up toward the right side. Analytical Methods The idea of using a model of the gap and applying a least-squares fit to determine the parameters of the model has worked well. The methods developed were easy to use, required little computer time, and were remarkably insensitive to noise and other degradations. B.
Fuel Bundle Gaps The fuel bundle gap edges found in this study show bending of various kinds. The statistical parameters associated with the fits to data at various stations indicate that the fits are indeed good, that the results are reliable, and that the smooth bendiny of the gap edges, as observed, is actually present.
VI. FUTURE WORK
The investigation reported here has suggested a variety of paths for future work. For instance, the computer runs took little time but were done in a batch mode. If the runs could be done in an interactive mode, it would be possible to optimize the choice of data bounds, model (linear or nonlinear tail), free parameters, convergence criteria, etc. With such optimization, the results might improve considerably. Better results might also be obtained with a point-spread function that had a different shape; and an improved understanding of the effects of parallax on the left side might well produce better results there.
The general approach of fitting a model of few parameters to low quality images is an interesting area for future research. It is, in essence, the epitome of parameter reduction in which only a few "answers" are desired from a wealth of data. It has the potential of being applied to any case in which an object of "known" geometry is imaged but in which the orientation, size, etc., are not known. For such cases, the model/point-spread function/ least-squares fit methods used here offer a great deal; and research in the area would be worthwhile.
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Results were relatively insensitive to point-spread function width, but the effect of PSF shape is unknown.
APPENDIX A SIX CASES OF OVERLAP
The material shown below illustrates the six 2. Equations Resulting from Integration in the possible ways in which h(x) and f(x) can overlap.
Six Overlap Cases The results obtained on integrating Case I:
g(x) = P-jR n -R in each case are also given.
Case II: P g -R < x < P 2 + R and x < P 4 -R The partial differentials of the equations for r , x _p n each case are needed for use in the least-squares gfxHP-j-P-,) (x-Pg) \/R 2 -(x-P 2 ) 2 +R 2 sin -1 f-p-j program. These differentials are shown in the last '• 2 part of this appendix.
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Case IV: P4 -R < x < P. + R and x > P. + R BACKGROUND LSMFT is a collection of programs combined into a system to permit a general approach to leastsquares problems. Written for the CDC 6600 and 7600 computers, LSMFT is designed to accept freeformat input of problem specification and data, choice of prewritten or user-specified functions, choice of optimizing algorithm, and selected output with various graphical displays.
LSMFT has been designed so that it probably will never be declared "finished." That is, as new minimizing algorithms are developed, as new display methodology appears, and as interactive computing grows at LASL, LSMFT can be expected to form the basis of adapting these new features to the matter of least-squares analysis.
II. SOME MATHEMATICAL FORMULATIONS
Consider a collection of N points, each point having M elements. Let X n = (X nl , X n2 , ...,X nM ) denote the nth such point. Then the entire collection can be represented by an NxM matrix, X = (X ), n = 1, 2, ..., N and m = 1, 2, ..., M.
Consider next a function of M variables and v -.. ,z M ; ) P parameters, say f (1 (z 1 = 0. If f (z;<5) = 0 is chosen properly and the vector X n is "perfect," it is reasonable that f (X ;••) = 0 be satisfied for all N functions and vectors
V
In the absence of "perfection" of the data and the functions and knowledge of the values of the elements of the parameter vector • , consider the problem of finding a vector, say f4 *, such that 6* is, in some sense, "best" for the choice of the N functions and the given matrix of data.
LSMFT is designed to find e* by the method of least squares. That is, ?* is the choice of •:• such that the quadratic form is smaller when 6 = 6* than for any other choice of . The scalars w , are elements of a "weight nm matrix," say W = (w nml ), n, n' = 1, 2, ..., N.
If F(X;6) is an N-element vector whose nth element is f (X ;e)and F'(X;9) denotes its transpose, then 5(0) can be written
S(e) = F'(X;6) W F(X;9) .
When W is a diagonal matrix and F(X;-*) is linear in the elements of 9, the solution is found by solving the P linear "normal equations" which are obtained by differentiating S(o) with respect to each of the elements of 0. Some arbitrariness is involved, of course, should the number of parameters be larger than the number of functions or should the normal equations be singular or should W be singular, but various conventions exist for resolving these difficulties.
When, however, any one f n (X n ;''>) is nonlinear in at least one of the parameters, the normal equations are nonlinear and special algorithms must be employed. These may range from simple searches of the P-dimensional parameter space to sophisticated mathematicaUy-based procedures.
III. SOME ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
Most problems will not employ the ba^ic LSMFT least-squares formulation outlined in Section II.
The following examples are intended to illustrate how some of the more conventional least-squares problems may be stated in terms of LSMFT conventions. 
IV. USE OF LSMFT
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